Mexico and Chérine Sultan in France, and you’ll also
hear from some of the young people who have been
participating in an ongoing series of dialogues with
Helga Zepp-LaRouche, and in making organizing interventions in their own nations on behalf of the policies for a new paradigm. You’ll hear from José Vega in
the United States; Sebastián Debernardi in Peru; Andrés

Carpintero in Colombia; Daniel Dufreine Arévalo in
Mexico. You’ll hear from Franklin Mireri from YouLead, in Tanzania; Areej Atef in Yemen; Sarah Fahim
from Morocco, studying in Paris; and Lissie Brobjerg
in the United States.
We’ll then go to a dialogue, where you’ll hear more
young voices who are part of this growing chorus.

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Building a Youth Movement to Save a Bankrupt Nation
Lyndon LaRouche is, among
have when you go into these various
many other things, the founder of
places, like the campuses—go into
the LaRouche Youth Movement.
places such as the state legislatures,
This is an audio excerpt played
or the Congress—you see the effect
during the Schiller Institute Interyou have. The presence of four, five,
national Conference, on June 27,
or six of you, walking in, knowing
2020, “Will Humanity Prosper, or
what you’re talking about, which is
Perish? The Future Demands a
more than most of these legislators
Four-Power Summit Now,” on
can do, and others: You have an
Panel 3: “The Job of Youth,” of reeffect on them.
marks delivered by Mr. LaRouche
What happens then, is not magion February 1, 2003 to an East
cal, it’s principled. Whether people
Schiller Institute
Coast Youth Movement cadre
know it or not, the difference beLyndon
H.
LaRouche,
Jr.
school in Pennsylvania and, simultween man and a monkey, is the fact
taneously, by video-conference, to a
that the human species can do what
West Coast youth cadre school. A transcript of his entire
no monkey can do, no ape can do, no Al Gore can do:
remarks, including the discussion session that followed,
Actually assimilate valid ideas of principle, and transis available here.
mit them to a next generation. That’s the difference between man and the ape. Man is capable of discovering
Historically, only a certain kind of youth movement
universal physical principles by a method of discovery
can change things.
which is illustrated by Plato’s dialogues. Or illustrated
Your generation, as well as those among your parby the case of Kepler, or illustrated by the case of Gauss,
ents’ generation, who are still alive and viable, are conor the case of Leibniz. Man can do that—and transmit
fronted by the fact that your parents’ generation gave
these discoveries, about what’s out there in terms of
you a no-future world. There’s no way you can make a
principles in the universe, and transmit this to new gendeal with this culture, which prevails today. No way.
erations.
Because you can’t survive! This culture cannot deliver
These discoveries, and their transmission, increase
you the means to survive....
man’s power in the universe, per capita and per square
So, you know that. What are you going to do about
kilometer. Therefore, the most important thing about
it? You know that you don’t have a future unless you
man, is society. We all die. Everyone is going to die.
can change society. But you’re a generation which is
The mortal life of everyone will come to an end. So,
not in a controlling position in policy-making of sociyou’ve got a mortal life; what are you going to do with
ety. So, what you do, is you go out like missionaries,
it?
and begin to organize the dead generation, your parHow long it is, is not the most important thing. It’s
ents’ generation, in society. And you see the impact you
what you go out of this life, leaving behind.
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And what do you leave behind? You leave behind
younger people. You leave behind successive generations of younger people. You leave behind what you
transmit to them, what you contribute to their development, to the circumstances of their work in life, to the
conditions of society, to coming generations....
And when you’re wise, and you’re living in a generation, you think about dying. Not in the sense of a

morbid thing, but you say, “I’m going to die eventually.
Now, while I’m still here, I’m going to get a certain job
done. And my job is, to guarantee, to the degree I can
contribute to this, that the next generation will have everything we have, in terms of knowledge, and the next
generation will have a better life than we had. And that
future generations will benefit from what we, in our
generation, have done.”

Helga Zepp-LaRouche

Why Do We Study Universal History?
Helga Zepp-LaRouche is the
founder and chairwoman of the
Schiller Institute. This is the edited
transcript of her presentation to
the Schiller Institute International
Conference, on June 27, 2020,
“Will Humanity Prosper, or Perish?
The Future Demands a Four-Power
Summit Now,” on Panel 3: “The
Job of Youth.”

African countries, who all expressed one thing, namely, that he
was about the only American they
could trust. And he had developed a
unique method of scientific knowledge, of forecasting; he predicted
every single aspect of this situation
in which we find ourselves. He
talked about the pandemic; he
talked about the systemic collapse
of the financial system, when it was
I want to bring to your attention
absolutely not apparent, because
Schiller Institute
a very important writing by Friedeverything supposedly was going
Helga
Zepp-LaRouche
rich Schiller, after whom the Schilwell. But if people would have lisler Institute is named, and that is
tened to him, we would not be in the
“Why Do We Study Universal History?” This was an
situation we are in now.
address which Schiller gave to students in Jena in 1789,
He had an incredible vision of where mankind
where he talked to a room full of students like you who
should be, which is expressed in a beautiful movie he
are now assembled here on this webinar, and he said
made, “The Woman on Mars”; it’s expressed in his
that the fact that we have assembled here—and you can
writing, Earth’s Next Fifty Years; in which were all
actually refer this to our situation as well—you have to
extremely visionary ideas of where mankind should
take all of universal history into account: All of you
be.
come with a very specific history, family, background,
But I want to emphasize one quality, which I think
cultural experiences, something which made you join
distinguishes him from all other people, because he had
this webinar. And he basically then says, it is that which
the most unbelievable passion for mankind. And since
brings people together which makes them uniquely
it’s now not so fashionable that young people should
qualified to respond to the historical moment in which
have passion for mankind, I would like to encourage
they are.
you to take that specific aspect, the agapē of Lyndon
Now, we would not be here without the man you
LaRouche, because if we are going to save civilization,
just listened to, namely, my late husband, Lyndon Laand if you are going to save civilization, because it’s
Rouche, who was really the most spectacular, knowlyour future, I think you need exactly that incredible
edgeable—he knew just about everything. He ran eight
love for humanity, and then, there is no problem which
times for President, he was known throughout the
is unsurmountable. That’s really what I wanted to tell
world. We had many leaders in India, in Mexico, in
you.
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